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Standout Baked Goods from Scratch the Easy WayThere's no denying that freshly baked

homemade treats are the best, but these days it can be hard to find new recipes that don't take all

day to make and don't have long lists of specialty ingredients. Who has the time or money?

Quick-Shop-&-Prep 5 Ingredient Baking has the answer with 80 incredible new and easy desserts.

With only a 5-minute shopping trip and a few simple steps, you'll have a warm, delicious homemade

goody to share with family and friends.Just imagine the smell of Maple Nut Coffee Cake or the first

salty sweet bite of Salted Butterscotch Cheesecake Bars. Then there's the "mmmm" that comes

after a forkful of warm Weeknight Fudgy Brownie Cake. And think of the pride you'll feel when your

friends gush over your fresh Vanilla Bean Cake with Blueberry Whipped Cream. All of these with

only 5 ingredients or fewer? It's true! Each incredible recipe needs only 2, 3, 4 or 5 simple

ingredients beyond the basic baker's pantry, saving you time and money at the grocery

store.Bakers with years of experience will be surprised to see how delicious these simple treats are;

and inexperienced bakers will be pleased to learn that these desserts are even better than a boxed

mix, but not any harder to make from scratch. With Quick-Shop-&-Prep 5 Ingredient Baking, you'll

bake something delicious and full of love for your family, your friends, a special occasion or just

because you can.
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So far, made only the raspberry muffins with oat meal (not the quick kind) and they were

delicious....next, the ginger lemon scones...Seems exactly how I ordered the book to begin

with...few ingredients, but fantastic outcomes, plus the author even responds to questions. How



great is that?

I love this book, there's a lot of good recipes, there's only one that I don't like it, I made it twice and

never came out as expected but this must be me! The muffins are delicious and the cookies too.

Even thought I'm a culinary school graduate, I'm not always 100% prepped in the kitchen and when

that sweet tooth hits, I love how this book can help me bake pretty much anything (if I have a well

stocked pantry - and that I always do!). I made the dulce de leche shortbread bars and loved them -

super simple yet impressive looking and my guests loved the layers! Perfect book for both the

skilled baker and the barely can crack an egg baker!

This book is the perfect companion for seasoned bakers as well as those of us who aren't, but still

love baking delicious homemade treats for our families. The images are beautiful and the

instructions are incredibly easy to understand. Jennifer starts with a basic baker's pantry of

ingredients and then adds a few additional ingredients to create some serious masterpieces. I'm

super excited to add this to my collection. So far, everything I've made from this book has turned out

perfectly.

The concept of this cookbook is outstanding, utilizing baking pantry staples plus up to 5 ingredients

for a variety of desserts. The recipes are very straightforward and approachable, and give classic

desserts a delicious, modern twist. This book is proof that baking doesn't have to be difficult, and

most of the ingredients are already on hand!

Best recipe book because I didn't have to go buy a hundred different ingredients. The first day I got

this book I made 2 easy (and delicious) recipes with ingredients I already had in my pantry!

I am not a fantastic baker but this cookbook really makes me look like I know what I'm doing. Ha!

Easy to understand and there is a picture with every single recipe. I love that! This is my kind of

baking. Not too many ingredients and none of them are hard to find. This will definitely be a go-to

cookbook for me!

This book is a must-have. I always have the baking basics around and this is so helpful to give

ideas of how to take them and create SO many beautiful treats. I love it!
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